
Name:____________________
Date:

Word Work "Tsunami"
NG-Unit 7 Week 4

Sort your first 15 words by same first letter.

Write the 
number of 
syllables 
for each 

word.

a   b   c   d   e   f   g   h   i   j   k   l   m   n   o   p   q   r   s   t   u   v   w   x   y   z

vane vain

vein
Watch-Out Words!

9.  sudden

1-

2-

1-

2-

1-

2-

9-

10-

Write a sentence using one of your first 15 words.  (7+ words in the sentence)

Multisyllabic Words

1.  windy

2.  outdoors

3.  jungle

4.  happened

5.  explode

6.  destroy

7.  construct

8.  atmosphere

11. inspect

12. garden

13. effort

14. continue

15. blizzard10. mountain

Put your first 15 words in ABC order.

c e

3-

4-

5-

6-

7-

8-

11-

12-

13-

14-

15-
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Name:____________________
Date:

Word Work "Tsunami"
NG-Unit 7 Week 4

stop / create / indoors /

blast / build / breezy /

1.  windy 6.  destroy 11. inspect

2.  outdoors 7.  construct 12. garden

Margaret watched as the storm broke the weather 
__________ that sat atop the barn.  She tried in 
__________ to close the barn doors to protect the 
animals from harm.  One of the doors hit her, and 
she started bleeding from her __________.
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Choose words from above that mean the opposite of the following:

towel 1-

1-

Use the "Watch-Out Words" to fill in the blanks below.

2-friend

2-

Which two words have the same sound as the underlined part of the word below?

15. blizzard

Watch-Out Words!

5.  explode 10. mountain

Highlight 
the 
compound 
word.       

vane vain

8.  atmosphere 13. effort

vein 0

Choose words from above that mean the same as the following:

Which two words have the same sound as the underlined part of the word below?

4.  happened 9.  sudden 14. continue

3.  jungle


